Topological and sequence information predict that foldons organize a partially overlapped and hierarchical structure.
It has been suggested that proteins have substructures, called foldons, which can cooperatively fold into the native structure. However, several prior investigations define foldons in various ways, citing different foldon characteristics, thereby making the concept of a foldon ambiguous. In this study, we perform a Gō model simulation and analyze the characteristics of substructures that cooperatively fold into the native-like structure. Although some results do not agree well with the experimental evidence due to the simplicity of our coarse-grained model, our results strongly suggest that cooperatively folding units sometimes organize a partially overlapped and hierarchical structure. This view makes us easy to interpret some different proposal about the foldon as a difference of the hierarchical structure. On the basis of this finding, we present a new method to assign foldons and their hierarchy, using structural and sequence information. The results show that the foldons assigned by our method correspond to the intermediate structures identified by some experimental techniques. The new method makes it easy to predict whether a protein folds sequentially into the native structure or whether some foldons fold into the native structure in parallel.